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Executive Summary 

Hyalite Canyon is a unique United States Forest Service (USFS) recreation area located 

in southwest Montana.  The Gallatin National Forest’s 2006 Travel Plan promoted the area as a 

winter recreation destination.  Prior to this, the road leading up the canyon was nearly impassable 

during the winter.  Overwhelming support for the improved access has initiated a push to secure 

long-term sustainable funding for the road.  Since the road plowing began in 2007, several local 

groups and an annual Gallatin County Resource Advisory Committee grant have provided 

funding for the winter road plowing providing public winter recreation access.   

This report provides the USFS and the partner group, Friends of Hyalite with concrete 

winter use data that was unavailable prior to this study.  The data collected in Hyalite Canyon 

during the 2012 winter season seek to capture user perceptions of road plowing management 

decisions and use patterns within the Hyalite drainage.  A total of 451 surveys were collected in-

person and online.  In addition to the surveys, road counters were placed at five locations 

throughout the canyon and vehicle movement was captured throughout the survey period. 

 Our data reveal that visitation is focused to the upper reaches of the drainage, the 

reservoir and beyond (67.9% of traffic).  Findings show approximately 18,765 cars passed by the 

lowest counter along the road (counter #1) between January and March 2013 with 12,742 

passing by the counter just below the reservoir access (counter #3).  The vast majority (87.5%) of 

users are residents of Gallatin County, and are return winter users from the previous year 

(85.8%).  Road plowing may encourage this repeat visitation as 62.8% of respondents did not use 

Hyalite before plowing.  Furthermore, 105 respondents identified Hyalite as a destination 

recreation area that they are traveling overnight to access.  Identifying Hyalite canyon as a 

destination point for winter recreation travel.  Cross-country skiers are the largest user group 



(47.5%) represented within the sample.  The main reasons users chose Hyalite Canyon as a 

recreation destination are the quality of the area for pursued activities, convenient distance to 

home, and availability of multiple activities to pursue.  Users report accessing Hyalite Canyon an 

average of six times per month throughout the winter season, and only 37% report accessing the 

area prior to plowing.  An overwhelming number of users (94%) report being satisfied with the 

current access, and 76% of the sample report a willingness to pay a small fee for continued 

access.     

 

Introduction 

Hyalite Canyon, a forested corridor of public land within the Gallatin National Forest, is 

located 15 miles south of Bozeman, Montana.  This area is an outdoor recreation wonderland for 

the local community and visitors alike.  The 34,000-acre parcel of United States Forest Service 

(USFS) land is abutted by Gallatin County (Pop. 89,513).  A paved USFS road provides access 

to the local community water supply, Hyalite Reservoir, approximately nine miles up the canyon.    

Currently the Hyalite Canyon Road is the only USFS road in the country that is plowed in 

the winter strictly for public recreation access. The Gallatin National Forest’s 2006 Travel Plan 

emphasized this canyon as a front country, “...family friendly winter play area…” (Stoeffler & 

Josephson, 2013).  This explicit recognition opened the door for expanded access that was not 

previously accommodated in the Hyalite drainage during the winter.  Prior to the 2006 travel 

plan, snowfall made the road nearly impassable during the winter months.  In accordance with 

the management objective to promote the Hyalite corridor as a winter recreation area the Hyalite 

Canyon Road was plowed beginning in January of 2007.  The Bozeman Ranger District, which 

serves as the USFS managing office of Hyalite Canyon, received overwhelming community 



support for the plowing (Stoeffler & Josephson, 2013).  Despite significant support, the funding 

for plowing remains tenuous from year to year.  Funding from previous years has been provided 

through the Gallatin County Resource Advisory Committee (RAC) grant, Bozeman Ice Festival, 

and the Southwest Montana Climbers Coalition (Stoeffler & Josephson, 2013).  Additional 

funding has been provided by Friends of Hyalite, a non-advocacy, non-profit organization that 

was formed in 2010 to “create a board-based vehicle to generate awareness and support for 

protecting Hyalite but also to develop alternative funding sources” (Stoeffler & Josephson, 

2013).     

Methodology 

Friends of Hyalite in cooperation with the Bozeman District of the U.S. Forest Service 

sought to understand Hyalite Canyon winter visitors’ use, distribution of use, and perceptions of 

the plowing management decision.  Specific questions this study identified to explore include; 

what activities and use trends are occurring given the current plowing arrangements?  Who are 

the users in Hyalite during the winter, and what are the perceptions from users of the snow 

plowing in Hyalite.  This study utilized a survey and traffic counters to answer these questions as 

well as gather supporting data to provide context for the understanding of winter use trends in 

Hyalite.  Data were collected in two forms: five vehicle counters placed along the road (see fig. 

1) coupled with a survey administered in person, and online launched January 1, 2013 and 

ending March 31, 2013.  This section identifies the methods in which data was collected and the 

extent in which the results can be generalized.   

Five Trafx™ road counters were obtained by Friends of Hyalite and strategically located 

to isolate user access areas along the Hyalite road to assess vehicle movement throughout the 

drainage.  These magnetic counters monitored activity continuously throughout the three-month 



period.  Counter placement isolated areas that are popular parking destinations for users. The 

first counter placed just beyond the entrance parking lot near the Gallatin Forest boundary 

counted total traffic entering the drainage beyond the entrance kiosk.  The second counter placed 

just beyond the accesses for the Langhor campground, and Moser Creek Trailhead parking area 

counts traffic movement going beyond the Langhor/Moser area.  The third counter placed above 

the Blackmore trailhead parking area identified traffic moving beyond the area of the Blackmore 

Trailhead, the History rock Trailhead, the Lick Creek Trailhead and a collection of side of the 

road parking locations.  The fourth counter placed beyond the dam identified traffic totals 

moving beyond the Hyalite reservoir parking areas both East and West of the reservoir dam.  The 

last counter was placed just beyond the East Fork parking access and measured all traffic 

proceeding to the end of the road parking area (Grotto Falls Trailhead).  The placement of the 

counters delineated zones of activity found between the counters, and is identified within the 

survey (figure 1).  The counters collected an aggregate of traffic passing a point effectively 

quantifying total traffic into the drainage not to be confused with discrete user numbers. 

The survey was administered in two forms, an online survey and in person survey that 

contained identical questions and question order.  This online and in person survey seeks to 

capture attitudes and user patterns surrounding winter access decisions within Hyalite Canyon.  

These attitudes and patterns are captured through a survey identifying user demographics, 

location of activities, satisfaction of place and access, and user activity pre and post road plowing 

(Appendix A).  This study employed a quantitative research strategy with a cross sectional 

design utilizing a survey methodology.  In order to provide a representative sample of winter 

users in Hyalite Canyon a convenience sample approach was utilized (Bryman, 2012, pg. 201).  

This entailed surveying users in the drainage opportunistically.  Based on the USFS’s estimated 



population (N) of 10,000 users per month during the winter season, a sample size (n) goal of 

400-500 was identified.  In order to reach the desired sample size windshield cards including a 

link and QR code to an online version of the survey were placed on approximately 1,600 

vehicles found along the plowed Hyalite Canyon road from January through March, as was 

concurrent with road plowing.   In addition to windshield cards, in person surveys were collected 

by approaching visitors at trailheads and parking areas while windshield cards were being 

distributed.  Surveys and windshield cards were distributed systematically twice per week with 

measures taken to ensure that at least one weekend day and one weekday were covered 

throughout the season in order to collect responses from a wide variety of users throughout the 

length of time the road is plowed. 

To enhance reliability and validity, the survey was informed by the structure and content 

of the National Visitor Use Monitoring (NVUM) program used by the USFS.  The NVUM 

survey was chosen because its methodology compliments goals of this study:  

“The NVUM program has two concurrent goals.  First, to produce 
estimates of the volume of recreation visitation to National Forests and 
Grasslands.  Second, to produce descriptive information about that visitation, 
including activity participation, demographics, visit duration, measures of 
satisfaction, and trip spending connected to the visit (USDA, Forest Service, 
2012).” 

The NVUM survey questions that were utilized have been adapted to fit winter recreation, as the 

NVUM survey focuses on traditional summer season activities.  Additionally, the survey was 

piloted on a test group (n = 25) to provide feedback for revisions prior to the survey being 

formally released.  During the piloting the primary revision that was identified by users to be 

expanded was use activities.  The inclusivity of the ski categories of “Cross Country Skiing” and 

“Backcountry Skiing” were found to be not representative of user’s perceptions of their 

activities.  Suggestions from users to include Ski Touring and Downhill Skiing were included.  



The change in categories as found here expand the category of Backcountry Skiing into two 

activities (Ski Touring, and Downhill Skiing) that differ slightly in character, Ski Touring 

existing as off trail skiing not for the purpose of navigating a fall line.  This was a minor 

distinction that was unanimously noted by self-identified skiers during pilot testing.  Specific 

limitations of note are the unit of analysis; through the survey the unit of study is the individual 

user.  The road counters quantify vehicles that include groups and individuals.  This presents 

difficulties when drawing conclusions to the winter use population identified from road counter 

data.  Varied response rates from the total sampled population of 451 surveys presents further 

difficulties in extrapolating a conclusion to the entire population.  Specifically questions relating 

to economic impact of winter users presents difficulties in extrapolation because the n for 

economic impact questions vary from n of 62-84 (13%-18% of sampled population) leaving 

excessive margins or error if generalized to the winter use population.  The statistical analysis 

utilized here is purely descriptive in that the data is utilized to tell the story of the activity and 

perceptions of Hyalite winter users.  The varied response rates lend different confidences in 

understanding the extrapolation to the Hyalite winter user population.  However the data taken in 

aggregate here provides a more complete understanding of winter use in Hyalite than previously 

exists.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Findings and Results 
 
Visitation Estimates 
The table below displays the number of cars passing five road counters along the Hyalite Canyon 
Road between January 2013 and March 2013.  Vehicle counters were placed in five locations 
along the road that define popular parking areas for recreation.   
 
 

 
 January February March 3 Month Total 

Hyalite_01 6,397 6,503 5,865 18,765 
Hyalite_02 5,775 5,625 5,335 16,735 
Hyalite_03 4,545 3,865 4,332 12,742 
Hyalite_04 2,283 2,013 2,449 6,745 
Hyalite_05 1,687 1,548 1,328 4,563 

 

 
 
Figure 1 



 
Winter recreation users in Hyalite canyon are given access to a single plowed route along the 
main Hyalite Road (USFS Road #62 Gallatin National Forest).  This plowed route provides 
access to the terminus of Road #62 at the Grotto Falls Trailhead.  The road counters were placed 
strategically to capture distribution among parking areas along the plowed road.  Counter 1 was 
placed above the Entrance Kiosk and capture vehicle movement going beyond the lowest 
parking area for a total of 18,765 vehicles venturing beyond the bottom parking area during 
survey administration.  Counter 2 was placed above the entrance to the Moser Trailhead, and the 
Langhor campground 16,735 vehicles went beyond this area leaving 2,030 vehicles as the 
Moser/Langhor (the area between counters 1 and 2) area as their destination.  Counter 3 was 
placed above the Blackmore Trailhead parking area.  This placement defines a space containing 
the Blackmore Trailhead, the History Rock Trailhead, the Lick Creek Trailhead, and side of the 
road parking between these areas.  Counter 3 recorded 12,742 vehicles traveling beyond the 
Blackmore Trailhead this leaves a figure of 3.993 vehicles identifying their destination between 
counters 2 and 3.  Counter 4 was placed along the road above Hood Creek Campground this 
placement defines the Hyalite reservoir parking areas as an individual space.  Counter 4 tallied 
6,745 vehicles continuing on past the reservoir parking areas.  This total reveals that 5,997 
vehicles terminated their travel up the plowed Hyalite canyon road at the reservoir parking areas.  
Counter 5 was placed along the Hyalite road above the East Fork gated road this placement 
defines a space above Hood Creek Campground that includes on road parking spots, the Maxey 
Cabin rental parking area, the Chisholm Campground parking area and the East Fork parking 
area.  4,563 vehicles continued past counter 5.  2,182 vehicles ended their travel up the Hyalite 
road between counter 4 and 5.  The remaining 4.563 vehicles that passed counter 5 were destined 
for the end of the road, the Grotto Falls Parking area or one of the few side of the road spots 
remaining.        
 
Demographics 
 
Age and Number in party 
 
The following table identifies 433 total survey respondents identifying the number and ages of 
people in their party.  Of the 433 responses 1,277 people are represented.  The mean party size is 
2.95 people per vehicle.  The ages are a normal distribution with the 30 to 49 year old age 
category being the most highly represented.        
                                 n             total  
Under 18                 56             107            
18-29                     159            312            
30-49          205             404            
50-64                     158            335            
 
65+                          46            119         
Total         433         1277  
 



 
 
Gender        
                                           n              %  
Female     181          41.3%            
Male                                257          58.7%          
Total                  438          100% 
 

Education Level 
                                               n               %   
High School Graduate           11          2.5%            
Some College                        69        15.8%             
Trade/Technical/Vocation     17          3.9%                        
College Graduate                 154        35.2%            
Some Post Graduate              46        10.5%            
Post Graduate                141        32.2%   
Total                       438        100%      
 
Household Income 
                                      n               %     
$0-15,000                     41         9.6%  
$15,00-25,000              33         7.7%  
$25,000-40,000            61       14.3%    
$40,000-$60,000        100       23.4%    
$60,000-80,000            73       17.1%    
$80,000-100,000          46       10.7%    
0ver $100,000              74       17.3%       
Total             428        100%      
 

Zip Code of Primary Residence 
 
The following table identifies respondents’ submissions to zip code of primary residence.  Of the 
sample 433 people responded with their zip codes.  Of the 433 respondents 405 Hyalite users 
identified themselves as being from Montana.  379 of those users responded with a zip code 
within the jurisdiction of Gallatin County. 
                                              n               %     
Total Respondents              433          100% 
Montana Residents             405          93.5%  
Gallatin County Resident   379          87.5%  
 
 

 

 



Visit Descriptions 

Reason for Choosing Hyalite.     
 
The question asked users to identify reasons in which they chose Hyalite drainage for their visit.  
Respondents were free to choose multiple answers from a list as well as write in a comment.  
Aesthetic Beauty and Snow and Ice Conditions as categories arose from user responses, and is 
represented below.  All of the survey participants chose to answer this question and responses are 
calculated from the total sample size of 451.      
         n               %                                       
Quality of recreation activities             399          88.5% 
Convenient distance from home          379             84%    
Availability of recreation activities      319          70.7%   
Cost                                                      121          26.8%    
Personal recommendation                       56          12.4% 
Snow and Ice Conditions         27               6% 
Aesthetic Beauty                                       21            4.7% 
Media recommendation                              4            0.9%    
Total                                          451           100% 
 
*note: Users identified multiple reasons for choosing Hyalite, response percentages and n totals are a reflection of 
total submissions (n=451), activities are not discrete categories by survey respondent.  Snow/ice conditions 
encompasses respondent that initiated dialogue about grooming both pro and con primarily cross-country skiers as 
the user group responding to ‘conditions’. 
 
 
Prior Season 2011-2012 Winter Visitation. 
 
Of 451 respondents 380 (84.3%) chose to respond to their prior years use.  326 respondents had 
visited Hyalite the previous winter while 54 had not.  This question identifies continued use; the 
vast majority of the sample is a repeat visitor to Hyalite.        

                              n              %  
Yes                     326          85.8%            
No                        54          14.2%          
Total     380          100% 
 
 
Activities participated in during this visit. 
      
Respondents were asked to identify the activities they were engaging in during their current visit 
to Hyalite.  Respondents were free to choose from a list and or write in their activities.  All 
respondents identified activities they were engaging in representing the entire sample 451.  
Respondents frequently (189 respondents) identified multiple activities they were engaged in 
during this visit skewing the n above 451.   It is clear that users access Hyalite as a multiuse one-
stop access. 



 
Activity continued: 
                                       n                      %                 
Cross-Country Skiing        206           45.7% 
Snowshoe/Hiking              118            26.2%                                                                        
Ski Touring                       114            25.3%   
Ice Climbing                       88           19.5% 
Downhill Skiing                  65           14.4% 
Pleasure Driving                 33             7.3% 
Bicycling                            33             7.3% 
Snowmobiling                    23             5.1% 
Ice Fishing                          17             3.8% 
Hunting/Trapping                 9               2% 
Overnight                             5             1.1%  
Total                                  451         (100%)* 
    
*note: Users identified multiple activities that they engaged in, response percentages are a reflection of total 
submissions (n=451), activities are not discrete categories by user response.  3 other submissions are omitted 1 
response of target shooting, and 2 responses making an argument for snowmobiles, and anti-trail grooming.  
 
 
 
Where survey respondents parked with their party. 
 
Respondents were asked to identify the parking area utilized to pursue their designated activities 
that day.  435 responses were collected of the total sample 451.  The most frequently responding 
parking areas were those going beyond the Langhor Campground/Moser Creek Trailhead area to 
the Hyalite reservoir Dam parking area, as well as those going to the end of the road (Grotto 
Falls Trailhead).  The first two columns display the number or responses from the identified 
parking area and the percentage of those responses from the question sample 435.  The second 
two columns are the counter total data identified for the parking area, and a percentage of total 
traffic.  When compared to the counter data that shows distribution the Langhor/Moser area, and 
East Fork parking area show some significant underreporting with approximately 11% of total 
traffic responding from those areas.  More than two thirds (67.9%) of respondents traveled at 
least to the Hyalite reservoir parking areas.  The parking areas are listed here are in the order in 
which they are traveled by, the first being the lowest in the drainage.  
 
         Counter 
                                                                      n               %   Totals    %  
Hyalite Entrance Kiosk Parking Area           20         4.6%       no data 
Langhor, Moser, History Rock,                    27         6.2%        2,030        10.8% 
Lick Area                      
Blackmore Trailhead                                  106       24.4%        3,993         21.3% 
Reservoir Area                                            112       25.7%        5,997         32.0% 
East Fork Area                                              18         4.1%        2,182         11.6% 
End of the road/Grotto Falls Trailhead       152       34.9%     4,563         24.3%         
Total                                              435        100%      18,765         100% 



 
 
Hours engaged in identified activity in the Hyalite area. 

Of 426 winter use survey respondents the mean response is 5.24 hours.  Parties averaged 5.24 hours in 
Hyalite with an accumulation of 2,233 hours spent in Hyalite by 426 responding parties.   

 n     mean hours      total hours_ 
            426            5.24                    2,233 

 
Activities identified as other activities pursued in Hyalite outside of this visit.  
 
Respondents identified one or more activities beyond their current day’s activities that they 
engage in during the winter months in Hyalite canyon.  The entire sample (451) identified other 
activities that are pursued during the winter season. 
 
                                              n                  %                 
Cross-Country Skiing        214         47.5% 
Snowshoe/Hiking                200         44.3%                                                                        
Ski Touring                         178         39.5%   
Downhill Skiing                   105         23.3% 
Ice Climbing                          88          19.5% 
Pleasure Driving                    55          12.2% 
Bicycling                               35            7.8% 
Ice Fishing                            33            7.3% 
Hunting/Trapping                 21            4.7% 
Snowmobiling                      18               4% 
Overnight                               8             1.8% 
Christmas Tree/Firewood      3             0.6%    
Target Shooting                     3             0.6%  
Total                                  451        (100%)* 
 

*note: Users identified multiple activities that they engage in outside of their activities identified on the day of 
survey, response percentages are a reflection of total submissions (n=451), activities are not discrete categories by 
user response.   

 

Times per month respondent access Hyalite with plowed road conditions. 

Of 444 winter use survey respondents average 6.2 visits per month is identified as the mean.  The 
range of this data set is a low of one visit to a high of 55 visits.  The most frequently occurring 
response (mode) is two visits.  The median response is 4 visits per year.  Respondents averaged 
6.2 visits to Hyalite with an accumulation of 2,751 visits to Hyalite by 444 responding parties 
during the winter season.  This is at the high end of projected visitation using the mean for 



extrapolation, using the mode (2) we have 888 visits.  The conclusion to be drawn here is that the 
average respondent visits Hyalite multiple times per month because of access conditions of the 
road being plowed.   

   n             range          mean visits            mode visits         median visits  
            444     1-55                    6.20                         2                              4 

 

Visitor Satisfaction 

User satisfaction with plowed road access.   
 
Respondents within the Hyalite corridor are predominately satisfied with the expanded access 
during the winter plowing season.  In fact, only 27 respondents identified something other than 
satisfied (neutral or dissatisfied), and six other users declined to answer.  Of the 16 dissatisfied 
respondents 11 of those identified themselves as snowmobilers, no comment was made on 
dissatisfaction, although the 11 had also identified use prior to the road being plowed. It is 
reasonable to assume that a perceived loss of access for their designated activity (snowmobiling) 
contributes to some amount of dissatisfaction with the road being plowed and the 2006 Travel 
Management decision.  

                         n             % __   
Satisfaction with plowed    Satisfied        418    (93.9%) 
road access                           Neutral           11      (2.5%)                                                                   
                                              Dissatisfied     16      (3.6%)     
                           445    (100%) 

 

Visitation Prior to Plowing 

If Hyalite Road were not plowed how often would you access Hyalite? 

Out of 418 winter use survey respondents the mean response is 1.86 visits per winter.  The most 
frequently occurring answer and the average of the middle responses (mode/median) are both 
zero.   Respondent’s average projected visitation per winter based upon a skewed mean is 1.86 
visits to Hyalite over a winter season.  The mode and median suggest that this number is high 
and that the visits per user would drop below one per winter.  This self-projection is a significant 
decrease from current use and is interesting that it is less than half of the reported visitation of 
use prior to plowing.   

 n             range          mean visits            mode visits         median visits  
            418     0-60                    1.86                        0                              0 

 



 
Did you access Hyalite before the road was plowed in the winter (2006 winter season)? 
 

98.4% of the sampled population (451) responded to inquiry of use prior to road plowing.  Of the 
444 responses 165 identified a past use of Hyalite road during the winter season prior to the road 
plowing.  279 respondents had not utilized Hyalite canyon during the winter season prior to road 
being plowed.  The 165 that have identified use prior to road plowing are further questioned 
about use habits during this period as continues with the following three questions. 

                              n                 %    
Yes                     165          37.2%            
No                       279          62.8%          
Total   444           100% 
 

Means of travel utilized to access Hyalite prior to road plowing.  
 
Users prior to the road being maintained were asked to identify the means of access utilized to 
travel within the Hyalite corridor.  Of the 165 respondents that identified use before the road was 
plowed all (165) identified their means of travel. 
                                        n                 %                 
Skis                                 88         53.3% 
Snowmobile                    53         32.1% 
Snowshoe/Hike               41        24.8%  
Car/Truck                        40         24.2%                                                                       
Snowbike                          4           2.4%  
Total                             165       (100%)* 
 

*note: Users identified multiple means of access utilized, response percentages are a reflection of total submissions 
(n=165), activities are not discrete categories by user response.   

 

Winter season visits to Hyalite prior to road plowing. 

Of 165 prior to plowing survey respondents 157 chose to respond to visitation.  The mean 
response is 6.41 visits per winter.  Respondent’s average projected visitation per winter is 6.41 
visits to Hyalite while the most frequently occurring answer is two with a median of three.  The 
mode and the median suggest that the mean is a bit high at six due to a handful of high responses 
40-50.  Of those that identified use prior to plowing the vast majority identified using Hyalite 
two to four times per winter.  An increase from projected use if plowing was discontinued.   

 n             range          mean visits            mode visits         median visits  
            157     0-50                    6.41                        2                              3 



 

Activities participated in during the prior to plowing visits. 
 
Of the 165 prior to plowing users 157 responded with activities pursued in the Hyalite canyon 
during this time.    
                                           n                %                 
Cross-Country Skiing       82         52.2% 
Ski Touring                       68         43.3% 
Ice Climbing                     46         29.3% 
Snowshoe/Hiking             44             28%                                                                        
Snowmobiling                  36          22.9%   
Downhill Skiing               33             21% 
Ice Fishing                       17           10.8% 
Pleasure Driving              13             8.3% 
Hunting/Trapping            11                7%  
Bicycling                           5             3.2%  
Total                                157         (100%)* 
    
*note: Users identified multiple activities that they engaged in, response percentages are a reflection of total 
submissions (n=451), activities are not discrete categories by user response.   

 

User Perceptions 

If plowing of the Hyalite road were discontinued would you go elsewhere to pursue your 
activity? 
   
Returning to the entire sample (451) respondents were asked if they would maintain their use of 
Hyalite if the road were no longer plowed.  Out of 451 users 443 responded to the inquiry.  380 
respondents identified that they would seek other areas in which to pursue their activities, while 
63 users would maintain their use of Hyalite Canyon.  The following question identifies how far 
users that would not continue to utilize Hyalite (380) would be willing to travel to pursue their 
chosen activity in an alternate location.         

                              n                 %  
Yes                     380           85.8%            
No                        63           14.2%         
Total   443           100% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Distance willing to travel for alternative to Hyalite if road were unplowed.  
 
Of the 380 respondents that would pursue their activities elsewhere if Hyalite Road were not 
plowed 380 identified how far they would be willing to travel to pursue their activity in an 
alternate location. 
                                     n               %                  
Less than 1 Hour        184       48.4% 
1 to 2 Hours                138       36.3% 
2 to 4 Hours                 36         9.5%  
4+ Hours                      22         5.8%  
Total                          380      (100%) 
 

How often Hyalite winter users access other USFS areas during the winter season? 

Of 430 winter use survey respondents users identified an average of 5.35 visits per month to 
other forest recreation areas outside of the Hyalite drainage to include USFS leased land for 
community ski hills or resorts.  The mean response is 5.35 visits per month accumulating 2,302 
visits to other forest recreation areas per month amongst the 430 responders.   

 n  mean                total visits 
            430               5.35                      2302 

 
User perception of funding of road plowing.  
 
Of 451 respondents 445 responded to perception of funding for winter plowing in Hyalite.  This 
is a discrete category in which users could identify a single answer.  Friends of Hyalite was 
identified largely as the sole funder of the plowing efforts in Hyalite.  The questions ambiguity 
may skew the results requiring a single answer, however the range of responses does identify 
some confusion or ignorance of funding source(s). 
 
                                                 n                %                 
Friends of Hyalite                   147           33% 
United States Forest Service   120           27% 
Gallatin County                        81        18.2%                                                                        
Shared Cost                              46        10.3% 
Do not Know                            25          5.6%   
City of Bozeman                      17          3.8% 
State of Montana                        9             2%  
Total                                       445       (100%) 
 
 
 
 



 
 
User perception of physical plowing of the Hyalite road.  
 
Of 451 respondents 445 responded to perception of the physical plowing of the road question.  
This is a discrete category in which users could identify a single answer.  Gallatin County was 
identified largely as the organization that conducts the plowing efforts in Hyalite.  Coupled with 
the previous question respondents identify that different groups are responsible for the funding 
and the actual plowing.  The majority the majority understanding Friends of Hyalite and the 
USFS paying Gallatin county to remove snow from the Hyalite drainage. 
 
                                                 n                %                 
Gallatin County                       220         49.3%                                                                        
United States Forest Service   108        24.2% 
Friends of Hyalite                     55         12.3% 
City of Bozeman                       34           7.6% 
Do not Know                            24            5.4%   
Private Contract                         3            0.7% 
A Combination                          2            0.4%  
Total                                       445        (100%) 
 
 
Willingness to pay a small fee for continued road plowed access to Hyalite.  
 
The question of would users be willing to pay a small fee for continued plowed access to Hyalite 
was asked.  Of 451 respondents 441 chose to respond to a willingness to pay question.  The vast 
majority responded positively toward an access fee. 
 
                             n                  %  
Yes                     336          76.2%            
No                       105          23.8%          
Total     441           100% 
 

Visitor Spending and Economics 

 
Is Hyalite Canyon part of a multi-day destination away from primary residence? 
       
From the sampled population 105 respondents identified Hyalite as a destination for travel. The 
following six questions are analysis of economic considerations for this destination traveler 
population.     

                              n                 %  
Yes                     105         23.8%            
No                       337          76.2%          



Total     442           100% 
 

Total nights away from primary residence? 

Out of the 105 travelers 84 responded with an average of 4.54 nights away from home. 

 n  mean                  
           84             4.54                     

 

How many nights will be spent within 25 miles of Bozeman? 

Of the 84 that responded with how many nights are spent away from home 76 identified how 
many nights are spent within the Bozeman area (<25 miles).  These 76 respondents average 4.24 
nights within the Bozeman area. 

 n  mean                  
           76             4.24                  

 

Expenditures within the Bozeman area related to overnighting. 

The following categories are areas in which the respondents overnighting in the Bozeman 
vicinity will spend on identified categories of lodging, food and beverage, and transportation 
costs. 

Lodging 

The 62 respondents identify an expense of $135.73 per person to overnight in Bozeman for a 
total of $8,415.00 spent in the area on lodging. 

  n mean                   Total                  
         62  $135.73             $8415.00               

 
Food and Beverage 

Of the 76 overnight respondents 69 report food and beverage costs associated with overnighting 
in the Bozeman area, an expense of $116.39 per person to overnight in Bozeman for a total of 
$8,031.00 spent in the area on food and beverage. 

  n mean                  Total                  
         69 $116.39             $8031.00               

 



 

Transportation 

Of the 76 overnight respondents 73 report transportation costs associated with overnighting in 
the Bozeman area, an expense of $103.23 per person to overnight in Bozeman for a total of 
$7,536.00 spent in the area on food and beverage. 

  n mean                   Total                  
        73 $103.23             $7536.00               

 
 
Local expenditure on equipment purchase associated with the user’s activity in Hyalite.  
 
A significant portion of destination travelers to Hyalite identify a need for equipment purchase, 
and or rental for winter use activity in Hyalite.  Displayed below are 92 respondents identifying 
some amount of expense for equipment. 
                  
                           n               %                 
$0                      42          45.7%                                                                        
&1-$24             10          10.9% 
$25-$49              9            9.8% 
$50-$99              2            2.2% 
$100+               29          31.5%  
Total                92        (100%) 
 
 
 
Quantities spent on miscellaneous items in the Bozeman area unrelated to Hyalite activity.  
 
Of the 84 respondent overnighting in the Bozeman area 70 identify purchases in the area 
unrelated to winter use.  The majority of these respondents either spend very little ($0-$24) with 
27 responses or much more ($100+) with 28 responses on items not related to their destination in 
Hyalite. 

                       n                %                                                                                        
&0-$24                27          38.6% 
$25-$49               6             8.6% 
$50-$99               9            12.9% 
$100+                 28              40%  
Total                  70         (100%) 
 

 

 



 

Cross Tabulated Questions 

Relationship between satisfaction of access and chosen activity. 
 
Hyalite has a relatively short history of plowed road access during the winter.  This follows a 
2006 decision on the Gallatin National Forest (GNF) Travel Management Plan that provides for 
expanded non-motorized uses, while curtailing motorized use.  The rationale for this decision is 
explicitly stated within the plan to “…provide well-distributed opportunities for both 
snowmobiling and exclusive cross-country skiing and snow-shoeing in non-motorized settings.”   
Public comments indicated that there was a need for both. “Accessibility, terrain, snow 
conditions, and resource issues, were greater factors in identifying winter use opportunities than 
was proximity to area communities.”  The questions remain, are users satisfied with this effort? 
Satisfaction was elicited simply by asking: “How satisfied are you with the current road access to 
Hyalite?”  Respondents identified on a 5-point scale (very satisfied, satisfied, neutral, 
dissatisfied, and very dissatisfied) their judgment of Hyalite road access.  For data management 
purposes the responses are simplified into satisfied, neutral, and dissatisfied responses (Table 
below). 
Respondents within the Hyalite corridor are overwhelmingly satisfied with the expanded access 
during the winter plowing season.  In fact, only 27 respondents identified something other than 
satisfied (neutral or dissatisfied), and 6 other users declined to answer.   

The table below represents activities measured with satisfaction of plowed access of Hyalite 
road.  Across the majority of user groups there is significant satisfaction (90 %+) with current 
access conditions.  The exceptions are Hunting/Trapping, Ice fishing, and Snowmobiling; 
Hunting Trapping, and Ice Fishing are marginally lower in their satisfaction at 87.5% and 82.4 % 
respectively responding as satisfied with access currently.  Of note is snowmobilers responding 
only 26.1 % of users finding current access satisfactory. 

Satisfaction with Access 
 

                                      n            %  Satisfied %   (n)      Neutral % (n)    Unsatisfied %  (n)  
Bicycling                      32     7.1 %           100 %    (32)           0%                         0% 
Overnight                5      1.1 %           100 %     (5)            0%                              0% 
Cross-country skiing   205   45.5 %           99.5% (167)           0%                            0.5%       (1) 
Ice climbing              86    19.1 %           98.8%    (74)           0%                            1.2%      (1) 
Ski touring             113   25.1 %           98.2%    (11)         1.8%    (2)                0%  
Downhill skiing            64   14.2 %           96.9%    (62)         1.6%    (1)             1.6%       (1) 
Snowshoeing/hiking   118    26.2%           95.8 % (113)         2.5%    (3)             1.7%       (2) 
Pleasure driving           33      7.3 %           90.9%    (30)            3%    (1)                 6.1%       (2) 
Hunting/Trapping          8      1.8 %           87.5%      (7)            0%                        12.5%       (1) 
Ice fishing                    17      3.8 %           82.4%    (14)         5.9%     (1)               11.8%      (2)  
Snowmobiling              23     5.1 %           26.1%      (6)        26.1%    (6)               47.8%     (11)     
Total              445    98.7%          93.5%  (416)         2.5%  (11)                3.6%     (16) 
 
 



 
 
User response of where parked by activity pursued. 
 
The table below identifies the activities pursued in the zones between parking counters as 
identified by survey responses.  Of the 451 total sample 435 users responded to both, where they 
parked, and activity pursued.  The data gives a sense of the activities pursued in each area as well 
as a distribution of the use.  User dispersion coupled with specialized activities draw respondents 
to those particular areas e.g.  Ice Fishing, and Ice Climbing.  Outside of these specialized 
location activities users are dispersed throughout the drainage.  Consistently all user groups 
frequent the end of the road identifying the Grotto Falls parking area as multiuse destination.    
  

Parking Area for Activity 
 

 
         N=435 

Hyalite 
Entrance Kiosk 
Parking Area    
    n          % 

Langhor, 
Moser Area  
 
    n         %        

History Rock, 
Lick,Blackm
ore Trailhead 
    n         % 

Reservoir 
Area  
 
   n       %      

East Fork 
Area 
 
n       %        

End of the 
road/Grotto 
Falls Trailhead  
    n         %      

Cross-country skiing        5        2.4%   16        7.8%   71     34.5%  70      34% 4     1.9%   37         18% 
Snowshoeing/hiking        3        2.5%     8        6.8%   25     21.2%  24   20.3% 7     5.9%   45       38.1% 
Ski touring     3        2.6%     1        0.9%   32     28.1%  28   24.6% 4     3.5%   44       38.6% 
Ice climbing     3        3.4%     0           0     1       1.1%    0        0 3     3.4%   82       93.2% 
Downhill skiing                 3        4.6%     1        1.5%   18     27.7%  18   27.7% 0        0   25       38.5% 
Pleasure driving                3           9%     1           3%     3          9%    7   21.2% 4   12.1%   15       45.5% 
Bicycling     3           9%     1           3%   10     30.3%    7   21.2% 0        0     8       24.2% 
Snowmobiling     3         13%     3        13%     1       4.3%    3      13% 1    4.3%     3          13% 
Ice fishing                         3      17.6%     0           0     1       5.9%  10   58.8% 0        0     1         5.9% 
Hunting/Trapping               3      33.3%     0           0     1     11.1%    1   11.1% 0        0     3       33.3% 
Overnight     3         60%     0           0     1        20%    1      20% 1     20%     2          40% 
Total  690*   35          8%   31       7.1%  166    38.2% 169  38.9% 24  5.5% 265     60.9% 
 

*Note: n totals exceed 435 because users were allowed multiple responses for activities engaged in.  Thus, a user 
may have been a Snowshoe/Hiker, and Ice Fisherman during the same visit to a parking area.  Percentages are 
percent totals of user groups not total sample.  

 



Reason Users Chose Hyalite and User Type. 

Represented below is an aggregate of all users and their response to ‘reason for choosing Hyalite.  The entire sample (451) responded 
to both inquiries.  The totals represent the quantities of users responding and the percentage of the sample that identified that specific 
reason for choosing Hyalite see figure 2.  Across user groups the convenience of locale, the quality of recreation, and the diversity of 
the landscape are the attractants to Hyalite.  
  

Figure 2	  



 
Relationship between Willingness to pay, and activity.  
 
Of the 451 responding to what activity they are pursuing 441 responded to willingness to pay a 
small fee for continued plowed access.  Below the table express the understanding of chosen 
activity and willingness to pay.  Data is ordered by activity most willing to pay a small fee to the 
activity most resistant to paying a small fee. 

 
Willingness to pay 

 
                                       n              %        Yes %    (n)             No % (n)     
Ice climbing               88       19.5 %      84.1 %    (74)       15.9% (14) 
Cross-country skiing   202      44.8 %       82.7 % (167)      17.3 % (35) 
Ski touring 113      25.1 %       82.3 %    (93)       17.7% (20)  
Overnight                 5         1.1 %         80 %      (4)             20 %   (1) 
Bicycling                       32        7.1 %       78.1 %   (25)       21.9%   (7) 
Downhill skiing             65      14.4 %      75.4 %    (49)      24.6% (16) 
Snowshoeing/hiking    116      25.7 %         69 %    (80)            31 % (36)   
Hunting/Trapping           9            2 %       66.7 %     (6)         33.3%   (3) 
Pleasure driving            33         7.3 %      60.6 %    (20)       39.4% (13) 
Ice fishing                     16         3.5 %       56.2 %     (9)         43.8%   (7)   
Snowmobiling               23        5.1 %       21.7 %     (5)         78.3% (18)  
Total              441       97.8 %        76% (335)           23.4% (103) 
 
*Note: n totals exceed 441 because users were allowed multiple responses for activities engaged in.  Thus, a user 
may have been a Snowshoe/Hiker and Ice Fisherman during the same visit to a parking area.  Multiuse users 
responses are tabulated in all activities engaged; if you are willing to pay as an Snowshoe/Hiker you are willing to 
pay as an Ice Fisherman. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Closing Remarks 

Since the initial plowing in the winter of 2006-2007, visitor use within Hyalite has been 

assumed to be stable if not growing.  No measures had been taken to identify the group of user, 

or capture opinions of the resources management characteristics.  This study aimed to identify 

the user group, quantify traffic and distribution of use, and collect a baseline of data to begin to 

understand the user groups in Hyalite canyon during the winter.  There was little expectation that 

any significant surprises would be captured in the data.  Of the survey sample it was expected 

that there would be a relatively high degree of satisfaction with expanded access.  The population 

was thought to be largely residents of Gallatin County and the surrounding area, as well as repeat 

users.   The survey confirmed these assumptions with overwhelming satisfaction of expanded 

access (+90%), the primary users surveyed being Gallatin County residents (87.5%), and all 

respondent reporting multiple trips per month (2-6).  A few items of note that were relatively 

unexpected arose from user distribution, activities pursued by users, and user knowledge of area 

management.  The average party size of 2.95 persons per vehicle is higher than previous 

estimates of 2 persons. Given the 18,765 vehicles that passed the bottom counter during the 

survey period that is a significant increase of visitation within the drainage from 37,530 to 

55,356 users between January and March 2013.  The sheer quantity of traffic that travels to the 

reservoir and beyond in the drainage was a bit surprising as 67.9% of all traffic drives nearly the 

entire plowed route.  The user group dominating use in Hyalite was unexpected.  When skiers are 

combined in a single group encompassing ski touring, downhill skiing, and cross country skiing, 

the user group accounts for well over 80% of the sampled population.  Finally, user perceptions 

of management were interesting.  The majority of the respondents identify Friends of Hyalite 



foremost and then the United States Forest Service as being the sole funders of the plowing 

program.  

This study marks the beginning of understanding winter recreation within the Hyalite 

corridor.  More thoroughly understanding the user groups and use patterns within Hyalite will 

lead to more informed decision-making in the future.      



Appendix A 

 

 
 

2012-2013 Winter Use Study of Hyalite Canyon 
            ______ 
 
My name is    , and I am a student at MSU.  Friends of Hyalite, in 
conjunction with the Gallatin National Forest and Montana State University, is conducting a 
Winter Use Survey in Hyalite Canyon between December 2012 and March 2013. Thank you for 
your willingness to spend a few minutes answering questions about your winter activities in the 
Hyalite area. This data is critical for us to continue to keep the road plowed in winter. 
 
Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and you may stop and any time. You must be 18 
years of age to participate. Your answers to this survey will remain confidential and anonymous. 
The results will be quantified and aggregated, with no names or identifying information to be 
used. 
 
By filling out the survey, you consent to being a part of this study. If you have any further 
question about the survey, please contact Lacy Gray (LacyGray@gmail.com) or Bryan Haywood 
at (Bryan.Haywood@gmail.com). The MSU faculty overseeing the project is Dr. Eric Austin at 
406.994.5168, EAustin@montana.edu and Dr. Mark Quinn, Chair of the Institutional Review 
Board at 406.994.4707, MQuinn@montana.edu.  
 
The results will be available in Dec 2013 and kept in the political science offices at MSU, 
Wilson Hall 2-141. Thank you for your participation! 
              

 
1) What activities are you participating in today? (Check all that apply) 

• Snowshoeing/Hiking 
• Cross-country Skiing  
• Ski Touring 
• Downhill Skiing 
• Bicycling 
• Ice Climbing 
• Snowmobiling  
• Pleasure Driving 
• Ice Fishing 
• Hunting/Trapping 
• Other___________________________________________________________________ 

 



2) What other activities within Hyalite canyon do you participate in during the winter months? 
(Check all that apply)  
• Snowshoeing/Hiking 
• Cross-country Skiing  
• Ski Touring 
• Downhill Skiing 
• Bicycling 
• Ice Climbing 
• Snowmobiling  
• Pleasure Driving 
• Ice Fishing 
• Hunting/Trapping 
• Other___________________________________________________________________ 

 
3) About how many hours did you, or do you plan to engage in your primary activity during this 

visit?____________  
 

4) How satisfied are you with the current road access to Hyalite?  
• Very Satisfied 
• Somewhat Satisfied 
• Neutral 
• Somewhat Dissatisfied 
• Very Dissatisfied 

 
5) Now that the road is plowed, on average, how many times do you access Hyalite canyon 

during the winter? _________ 
 

6) On average, how many days do you access other USFS winter recreation areas? __________ 
 

7) If the road were not plowed, how often would you access Hyalite canyon during the winter 
months?  _________ 

 
8) What were the ages of all members in your party?  

• Under 18_____________________ 
• 18-29 years old______________ 
• 30-49 years old _____________ 
• 50-64 years old______________ 
• 65+ years old ________________ 

 
 



9) What are the primary reasons you chose Hyalite? (mark all that apply). 
• Convenient distance from home 
• Quality of recreation activities 
• Availability of recreation activities 
• Personal recommendation 
• Media recommendation 
• Cost (e.g. day use fees, lift tickets, etc.) 
• Other___________________________________________________________________ 

 
10) If Hyalite were not car accessible in the winter, would you pursue the same activity in an 

alternate location?   
• Yes  
• No 

 
11) How far would you be willing to travel to pursue that alternative activity? 

• Less than an hour 
• 1 to 2 hours 
• 2 to 4 hours 
• More than 4 hours 

 
12) Did you use Hyalite canyon during the 2011-2012 winter season? 

• Yes 
• No 
• If yes, how many times would you estimate that you visited Hyalite canyon in the winter 

(December through March)? _________ 
 

13) Did you access Hyalite before the road was plowed in the winter?   
• Yes (if yes, also respond to questions #14-16)  
• No (if no, skip to #17) 

14) What means of travel did you use? (mark all that apply) 

i) Snowshoes 
ii) Skis 
iii) Hike 
iv) Snowbike 
v) Snowmobile 
vi) Other______________________ 
 



15) On average, how many times per winter did you access the Hyalite area in years before the 
road was plowed?_____________ 
 

16) Which activities did you pursue? (mark all that apply) 

i) Snowshoeing/Hiking 
ii) Cross-country skiing  
iii) Ski Touring 
iv) Downhill Skiing 
v) Bicycling 
vi) Ice Climbing 
vii) Snowmobiling  
viii) Pleasure Driving 
ix) Ice Fishing 
x) Hunting/Trapping 
xi) Other________________________________________________________________ 

 
17)  To the best of your knowledge, who funds the winter plowing of Hyalite road?  

• United States Forest Service 
• Gallatin County 
• State of Montana 
• City of Bozeman 
• Friends of Hyalite 
• Other___________________________________________________________________ 

 
18) To the best of your knowledge, who is responsible for the actual plowing? 

• United States Forest Service 
• Gallatin County 
• State of Montana 
• City of Bozeman 
• Friends of Hyalite 
• Other___________________________________________________________________ 
 

19)  As you may know, winter access to Hyalite Canyon depends on whether the road to Hyalite 
is plowed throughout the season.  Would you be willing to pay a small fee to access the 
Hyalite road during the winter season?  
• Yes 
• No 

 
 
 



20)  Is Hyalite canyon part of a multi-day destination away from home?  
• Yes (if yes, also respond to questions #21 – 27) 
• No  (If no, skip to question #28) 

 
21) How many total nights will you be away from home? _______________ 

 
22)   How many nights will be spent within 25 miles of Bozeman?______________ 

 
23)  Report the total expenses made in each of the following categories during your visit to 

Hyalite Canyon.  Estimate to the nearest whole dollar.  Record the total amount of expense 
you paid personally.  If you are sharing expenses, please estimate your share only of the total 
amount spent for each category. 
• LODGING (hotel/motel/bed & breakfast, camping site, rental home, 

etc...)______________ 
• FOOD & BEVERAGES (food/drinks consumed at restaurants/bars, purchased at a store 

for carry-out)_______________________ 
• ONE WAY TRANSPORTATION COSTS (Gasoline, airline tickets, vehicle rental, taxi, 

etc.)________________________________ 
 

24) Did you rent or buy equipment in any of the surrounding communities for today’s activities? 
• Yes (if yes, answer question 24) 
• No 

 
25) If yes, how much did you spend to rent or purchase equipment? 

i) $0-24 
ii) $25-49 
iii) $50-99 
iv) $100+ 

 
26) What other activities did you take part in while visiting the Bozeman area (ski tickets, in 

town attractions i.e. Museum of the Rockies, admission to Yellowstone). Please 
specify:____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



27) Did you purchase any other miscellaneous items while you were here, such as (clothing, 
souvenirs/gifts, personal services, medical services, etc.). Please 
specify:____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

i) If yes, how much did you spend in total, for all such purchases? 
(1) $0-24 
(2) $25-49 
(3) $50-99 
(4) $100+ 

 
28) What is your gender? 

• Male 
• Female 

 
29) What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

• Some high school 
• High school graduate 
• Some college 
• Trade/technical/vocation training 
• College graduate 
• Some postgraduate work 
• Post graduate degree 

 
30) What is your annual household income (before taxes)?  

• $0-15,000 
• $15,00-25,000 
• $25,000-40,000 
• $40,000-$60,000 
• $60,000-80,000 
• $80,000-100,000 
• 0ver $100,000 

 
31) What is the zip code of your primary residence? _________________ 
 
 

Thank you for your time and participating in this survey! 
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